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Abstract: Silver Indium Aluminum Selenium AgIn1xAlxSe2 AIAS for x=01 thin films was 
deposited by thermal evaporation at RT and different︡︣︢︠︡︢︣ 1thickness 100 150 and 200 nm on the 
glass Substrate and p2Si wafer to produce AIAS/p3Si heterojunctionsolarcell4 Structural 
optical electrical and photovoltaicproperties6 are investigated for the samples XRD analysis 
reveals that all the deposited AIAS films show polycrystalline structure without any change 
due to increase of thickness Average diameter and roughness calculated from AFM images 
shows an increase in its value with increasing thickness The optical absorbance and 
transmittance for samples are measured using a spectrometer type UV Visible 1800 
spectra1photometer to study the energy6gap The electricalproperties7of heterojunction were 
obtained by IV8 dark and illuminated9 and C10Vmeasurement The ideality1 factor and the 
saturation2current density were calculated Under illuminated3the open circuit voltage Voc4 
short circuit current density Jsc6 fill factor 6FF and quantum efficiencies were calculated The 
builtin potential 7Vbi carrier concentration and depletion width are measured with different9 
thickness 

Keywords: nAIAS/pSi heterojunction thin films solar cell 

1. Introduction 
The ternary chalcopyrite compounds of the group I–III1–VI2 direct gap semiconductors have been 
studied in recent years for solar cell applications due to their material properties as an absorbed layer 
for tandem solar cell light emitting diodes optoelectronics and nonlinear optical devices [1]AgInSe2 
was first prepared from the original binary compounds by Hahnet et al [2]AgInSe2thin films have been 
produced by several techniques such as coevaporation[34] ultrahigh vacuum pulsed laser deposition 
[5] horizontal Bridgman method [6] molecular beam epitaxial[7] and solid state microwave 
irradiation[8]The growing and properties of AIGS thin films and devices fabricated with various film 
compositions are presented[9]The aim of this study was focused on the fabrication and 
characterization of AIAS /pSi heterojunction for solar cells with different thin film thickness utilizing 
thermal evaporation technique 
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2. Experimental 
Polycrystalline AIAS material alloy was prepared by fusing the mixture of the appropriate quantities 
of the elements Ag In Al and Se of high purity 99999% in evacuating fused quartz ampoules The 
compound of AgIn1xAlxSe2were sealed in a quartz ampoule at a base pressure of 103TorrThe 
ampoule’s temperature was raised from room temperature to 1200 K for five hour with a rate of 5 
K/min in an electrical furnace The sample was left to cool slowly in the electrical furnace 
The films of different thicknesses 100 150 and 200±20 nm were determined by using optical 
interferometer method and deposited by the thermal evaporation technique at room temperature using 
the Edward coating unit model E 306 of 3x106Torr using with molybdenum boat were prepared onto a 
glass slide substrate and single crystal pSi 111 The area of heterojunction solar cell was 1 cm Xray 
diffraction XRD was used in order to identify the structural of the deposited AgIn1xAlxSe2 films The 
average crystallite size CS of AIAS thin films was calculated by using Scherer’s formula [10] 
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λ = X ray wavelength β = full width at half maximum of the main peak and θ = reflection angle 
The surface morphology and roughness were studied by atomic6 force microscope AFM. The optical 
absorption spectrum of the preparedAgIn1xAlxSe2 thin film will be considered through UV–VIS 
spectrophotometer at 25oC The energy gap Eg and the absorption coefficient were determined by 
equations [11 12] 

αhυ = D hυ – Eg
r                                                                                                  (2) 

α=2303 A/t                                                                        (3) 

Where α is the absorption coefficient D is a constant dependent on the properties of the bands hν is 
the photon energy eV Eg is the optical energy gap eVr is constant and may take values 2 31/2 3/2 
reliant on the material and the type of the optical transition A is the absorbance and t is the film 
thickness 
Hall Effect measurements have been managed by Vander Pauw Ecopia HMS 3000 to determining 
majority carrier concentrations type of carrier and their mobility in thin films 
IV characteristics of Al AIAS /pSi heterostructures in dark and under light were measured The Current 
– Voltage characteristics in illumination and dark is description by the equation respectively [13] 
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The ideality factor can calculated from equation 
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Where Is Saturation current IL Illumination current I The total current Solar cell current V applied 
voltage positive forward bias and negative for reverse bias T Temperature in Kelvin KB Boltzmann 
constant q electron charge β is the ideality factor related to the many physical properties of the 
heterojunction having a value between 1 and 2 
The photovoltaic conversion efficiency and Fill Factor is given by [13] 
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The capacitance–voltage C–V distinguishing for nAIAS/pSi heterojunction was obtained through LCZ 
meter at frequency = 10 MHz. The capacitance voltage measurements led to calculate different factors 
for example builtin potential junction capacitance charge carrier concentration and depletion region 
thickness from[14]  
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Nn and Nρ are the donor concentrations in nAgInAlSe2and the acceptor concentrations in pSiεn and εp 
are the dielectric constants of nAgInAlSe2 and pSi respectively Vbi

i is the built1 in potential and V is 
the applied voltage 
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Where W is the width of the depletion region Co is the capacitance at zero biasing voltage and εs is the 
dielectric constant of heterojunction 
 

3. Results and discussion 
'Figure 1'shows the XRD spectrum of different thickness 100 150 and 200 ±20 nm of AIAS thin films 
deposited on glass The patterns show that all the films have three main crystalline peaks the first peak 
located at 2θ ≈2518owith the 112preferred orientation while the second peak appeared at 2θ ≈335o 
with the 211 and the third peak appeared at 2θ ≈427o with the 204 Table 1 show all the peaks observed 
in all films By increasing the film thickness the locations of the measured diffraction peaks do not 
change significantly but the intensities of the peaks increases This is due to the improvement of 
crystalline of the films being and crystallite size become larger from 1723 to 591 nm when increased 
the film thickness [15] 
 

 

Figure 1. XRD patterns for AIAS thin films deposited on glass with different thicknesses 100,150 and 
200 nm 

(112) 
(211) (204) 
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Table 1. Structural parameters of AIAS thin films at different thicknesses 
Thicknessnm 2θDeg dhklExpÅ hkl βDeg CSnm 

100 
2518 3532 112 

04933 1723 335 267 211 
427 2115 204 

150 
256 3475 112 

0253 336 3382 2647 211 
4278 2111 204 

200 
257 3462 112 

0144 591 3392 2639 211 
429 2105 204 

 

'Figure 2' shows the AFM images of three dimensional 3D surface morphology of AIAS thin films 
with different thickness The surface roughness values and the grain size were measured and illustrated 
in table 2This is also supported by the Xray diffraction data The average diameter of AIAS thin films 
with respect to thickness seems to be larger in Figure 2 c than Figure 2 a 2b 
 

 

 

Figure 2. 3D AFM images of AIAS with thicknesses a 100 nm b 150 nm and c 200 nm 

a 

c 

b 
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Table 2 The average grain size GS and roughness for AIAS thin films at different thickness 
Thicknessnm Grain size GSnm Roughness average nm rmsnm 

100 992 1278 1695 
150 128 1424 1943 
200 152 3843 6590 

 

In order to probe the energy transitions within AIAS films the optical properties measurements were 
studied The Absorbance and Transmittance spectrum of AIAS thin films was calculated as a function 
of wavelength at different thickness in figure 3The Absorbance spectrum for AIAS thin film increase 
with the increase of thickness The Absorbance values were between 40% and 85% These results agree 
with other researchers [15] 
 

 

Figure 3. The Absorbance and Transmittance spectrum of AIAS with different thickness 100 nm 150 
nm and 200 nm 

 

The behavior of the transmittance spectra is opposite totally to that of the absorbance spectra From 
Figure 4 we can observe that the α values which has been calculated using equation 3 indeed own high 
amount reached above 105 cm1 It was pointed that the α values in general increases as a function of 
different thickness which is attributed to an increase in absorbance of used films we found that the 
value of α increases from 0612 ×105cm18with the increase of thickness The value of Eg

opt decreases 
from 198 to 172 to 155 eV with increase of thickness as shown in figure 4 The decrease in the band 
gap Egopt values may be describable of the increase in defect states near the bands this result is in 
agreement with reference [4] 
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Figure 4. aVariation αhυ2 verse photon energy b absorption coefficient verse photon energy of AIAS 
with different thickness 100 nm 150 nm and 200 nm 

 

The type of charge carriers concentration n and Hall mobility μH has been estimated from Hall 
measurements These values are listed in table 3 The negative sign of the Hall coefficient indicates that 
the conductive nature of the film is ntypeie Electrons are the majority charge carriers ie Hall voltage 
decreasing with the increasing of the current The carrier concentration of the order 1016cm3 is in a 
good agreement with reference [16] We can notice from table 3 that the carrier concentration and 
mobility increases with increasing of thickness 
 

Table 3 Hall parameters for AIAS thin films at different thickness 
Thicknessnm RH µHcm2/VS n cm3 ρΩcm 

100 8928571 7440476 7E+16 12 
150 753012 125502 83E+16 6 
200 6416838 1604209 974E+16 4 

 

'Figure 5' illustrated IV curve of manufactured AIAS/Si heterojunction solar cells with different 
thickness100 150 and 200 ±20  nm at RTUsing equations 6 7 was the conversion efficiency and Fill 
Factor calculation as show in finger 5 and table 4the photo current produced by the 100 mW/cm2 white 
lamp the results obtained where there is a clear increase in the value of the open circuit voltage Voc and 
the value of short circuit current density Jsc maximum for both the current and the voltage value VmJm 
and the value of efficiency solar cell in terms of efficiency increases in general with increasing 
thickness and this goes back as we have already improved the increase the surface roughness the 
absorption coefficient and charge carriers this result agrees with [17] 
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Figure 5. IV plots for AIAS/Si solar cell at thickness 100 150 200 nm in dark and under light 

 
Table 4. The parameter for AIAS/Si heterojunction with respect to thicknesses 

Thickness 
nm 

Voc 
Volt 

Jsc 
mA/cm2 

Vmax 
Volt 

Jmax 
mA/cm2 FF η % 

100 02 12 01 10 0416667 1 
150 024 25 015 17 0425 255 
200 029 32 017 20 0366379 34 

 

The ideality factor Фb and JS of the AgInAlSe2/Si heterojunction solar cell are gained from the grade 
of the straight line region forward bias in IV plots under dark by using equation 5 as show in figure 6 
and Table 5the behavior of the current are change exponentially with voltage at V < 02 VThe decrease 
of ideality factor and Φb with the increasing of thickness while JS increase This result agrees with [18] 
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Figure 6 ln J with V for forward bias for AIAS/Si junction in dark with respect to thicknesses 

 
Table 5. Ideality Factor and JSfor AIAS /Si junction at different thicknesses 

Thickness*nm Ideality Factor Saturation Current 
DensityJSmA/cm2 Barrier*HeightФbeV 

100 2193752 0000911882 060075 
150 18263971 0003345965 056708 
200 1668541 0008229747 054377 

 

The capacitance voltage measurements led to calculate built in potential junction capacitance carrier 
concentration and depletion width Figure 7 illustrated 1/C2V relation with respect to thickness amount 
For all samples it can be seen that junction capacitance is decrease with increasing bias voltage which 
can be explained by the expansion of depletion layer with the built in potential  
 

 

Figure 7. 1/C2 as a function of reverse bias voltage for AIAS/Si heterojunction 
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'Figure7 'illustrated CV behavior of AIAS/Si solar cell Table 6 illustrated the relation between Co and 
thickness which is reversely relative This behavior was attributed to the increase in W which tends to 
the improve Vbii The increasing of W due to increases in thickness because of the increasing in ND 
which leads to a decrease of the capacitance The CV measurements show that the heterojunction of 
abrupt type because the relationship between inverted square amplitude 1/C2 with a voltage voltage of 
reverse bias is lined 
 

Table 6. Variables of AIAS /Si heterojunction with different thickness 
Thicknessnm Conf/cm2 W=εs/C0 nm VbiVolt ND cm3 

100 6454972244 669 05 523001E+15 
150 50 783 075 633278E+15 
200 4472135955 876 09 77731E+15 

 

4. Conclusions 
After characterizing and analyzing the performance of the samples the conclusions are summarized as 
follows 
The AIAS thin films were successfully deposited on glass and silicon substrates by thermal 
evaporation technique The XRD analysis shows that all the deposited films were polycrystalline and 
the crystallite size was highly oriented in 112 direction AIAS films exhibits a high value of absorption 
coefficient in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum the optical transitions in AIAS are 
direct and value of optical energy gap decreases with increasing of thickness IV measurements 
analyzed minutely for rectifying and photovoltaic behaviors For AIAS/Si heterojunction solar cell the 
ideality factor and JS are obtained with respect to different thickness The diode exhibits an ideal 
behavior when the ideality factors become less than 2 The measurements were carried out under 
illuminate by incident power density equal to about 100 mW/cm2 The forward relativity between 
quantum and thickness will get the maximum values of efficiency 34 when the thickness t = 200nm 
while CV curves showed that the abrupt type for prepared devices 
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